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Abstract:

According to the World Inequality Report 2018 (WID 2017), Brazil is one of the few countries that has not recently displayed an increase in income inequality, having instead sustained it on persistently very high levels, actually composing the world’s “inequality frontier”. While such levels of inequality may be partly attributed to poor distribution of property rights, human capital endowments, and specificity of labor relations, a significant part of it is undoubtedly due the national fiscal system’s reduced distributive capacity, compromised by one the worst taxation systems in the world. Occupying the 184th position out of 190 countries in the World Bank’s (2019) Paying Taxes ranking, Brazilian taxation relies largely on several consumption taxes, marked by extremely complex rules, differential rates, cascading incidence and a disproportional weight in the composition of the country’s tax burden. As a result, the country experiences fiscal impoverishment at the lowest income ranges in spite of sophisticated and efficient inclusion policies – such as the world renowned Bolsa Família cash-transfer program – as well as other extra-economic taxation-caused forms of exclusion, such as entrenched privileges to the well-off, discrimination of consumption patterns, and the political alienation of tax-payers. While addressing this condition may seem an obvious necessity, the approach that perhaps best contemplates human rights in different dimensions may - somewhat counter-intuitively, but nevertheless suited to the peculiar context – consist of the ‘liberal’ policy standards of economic efficiency and isonomy informing an overhaul of consumption taxation into a unified and single-rate tax. This proposal, however, clashes frontally with socially-oriented constitutional principles and tax doctrines.
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